Numa Introduces Two New Solutions at SNM 2008

Numa, the molecular imaging connectivity company, introduces two new products at the upcoming Society of Nuclear Medicine annual meeting.

**NumaStore Software Only**

NumaStore Software Only, allows customers to provide their own hardware configurations for the NumaStore Image Management software application. Imaging department and IT professionals are now able to integrate this version of Numa’s popular image storage and management application on to their existing radiology department or enterprise server systems. Instead of duplicating the computer system hardware this solution allows user to implement the unique features of NumaStore and share computer and professional resources with the rest of the enterprise.

Using the facilities infrastructure, all of NumaStore’s abilities to efficiently archive, move, filter, sort, group, query and restore images are available in the imaging department. Images are available to any workstation on the network capable of a DICOM query.

“This solution is really customer driven. It’s all about cost savings and value. Our customers came to us with this idea and with their cooperation we have successfully implemented it at several key locations and the concept is spreading” said Lawrence Smith of Numa.

**NumaRead Rental**

Numa is offering new options for customer wishing to migrate patient image files from outdated inefficient on-the-shelf optical disk (MOD) to modern online storage systems. Numa will send a NumaRead system to the customer’s location which the customer will be able to use to migrate the MOD-stored images. The rental system can be configured to store images on the local computer system or forward them to another workstation, NumaStore or PACS. When the migration is complete and the NumaRead system is no longer needed the software is disabled and the hardware components are returned to Numa. “This approach reduces the costs associated with data migration and the risks of shipping media” Smith said.

**About Numa**

Numa is the nuclear medicine and molecular imaging connectivity expert. Numa delivers cost effective solutions that provide efficiency, enhanced throughput, and productive workflow.

Numa meets specific needs in nuclear medicine, nuclear cardiology, PET and PET/CT for image management, archiving, multi-vendor connectivity, DICOM modality worklist management, and secure file transfer throughout the department, enterprise and beyond. For more information on Numa visit at www.numa-inc.com.